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LIGHT PURE40 Produktblatt E 140701

DREAM

LIGHTs

Leuchten, Licht- & Raumobjekte

Productinformation :

pure40

Pendant-/Cieling- oder Standlamp.

pure40,1 layer of DREAM LUMINARE come attached to the
Acylic DISC by Velcro and electric fixtures. The technical
components of the LIGHTs, the electrical fittings, spot-cover,
Double-shade and the Acrylic DISC are fire-resistant*). lotus40
consists of 11cm wide and 35cm long translucent DREAM
fabric strips, stitched over-lapping and free-floating all the way
down.
Each DREAM is a unique piece. Exclusive yet easy-care,
washable by 40° in the washing machine and normaly ironing
free
The stand lamp come with with E27 3x42 Watt Eco-Spot and
cable-dimmer, is 185cm high, have a brushed aluminium
finish, and
The pendant lamp come with with E27 1x42 Watt Eco-Spot is
ready installed for hanging on the cieling with a distance
variation of 15 to 80cm
The cieling lamp come with with E27 1x42 Watt Eco-Spot
and has 3 holes with distance pieces for installing direct at the
cieling.
pure40 is available in 14 colors:

Each DREAM is a unique piece.
pure40 offers the possibility to change the DREAM
LUMINARE to anothere colored one, to create another mood.
We offer in our single production customized LIGHTs with
an heights of 40-270cm and diameter till 100cm.

DREAM LIGHT
250V, 50-60Hz, E27
max.1 bis 3 x 60W

*)Our Polyester fabric is highly heat-resistant In case of fire. This polyester melts upon reaching the flash point, so that a fire can not spread.
DREAM – The name and the Premium products are copyright proteced for EURO DSIGN LTD. Premium products are DREAM CURTAIN, DREAM
TABLE and DREAM LIGHTs. DREAM CURTAIN are produced as curtain and sheers, for small and big windows, as slanted roof curtains, as room
dividers, for doorways & passges. shower and indoor pool areas, and as silding panels & roman blinds. DREAM TABLEs are floorlength skirting.
DREAM LIGHTs are lamps, light- and room objects. For more Details refer to:

www.dream-roomArt.com

